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Chapter 1 : Envelope Clutch Handbag Â· How To Make An Envelope Clutch Â· Sewing on Cut Out + Keep
Here's a quick and easy fabric purse that resembles an envelope. It can be used as a change or clutch purse. Cut two
pieces of fabric and a piece of interfacing into matching rectangles of your desired size.

Page 1 of 1 1 The classic envelope bag can be used as an evening bag, but by no means is limited to night use
only. An envelope bag is just that, about the size of a standard number ten envelope which is the most
commonly mailed envelope that holds a standard and legal size letter. Small and compact, this hand bag is
used to carry the most basic essentials such as a small wallet or credit card holder, tissues, lipstick and a cell
phone. Choose a matching larger leather satchel bag to stash your cheap envelope bag if you are on a shopping
trip. An envelope bag is small enough to keep inside a larger bag of most styles. While many cheap envelope
bags are black, they also come in a variety of other colors suitable for all seasons. Choose bright orange for
spring or summer to match a fun sundress. Navy blue is a great color for evenings and outings. It goes great
with a dark jacket or suit, very professional and sophisticated and perfect for a job interview. Cool mauve or
classic pink are fun and festive for holidays or picnics. Envelope bags have clasp closures, snaps, magnets or
fold over fronts which keep shut. Many fabrics are available for cheap envelope hand bags, same as other
types of hand bags. Lovely, plush suede is so soft to the touch and feels good to handle. Leather is durable,
colorful and strong so it can take lots of wear and use. Sequined cheap envelope bags are perfect to
accommodate and accessorize formal wear such as a long evening gown or tea length party dress in silk or
satin. These envelope bags may have mixed fabrics such as silk, sequins and leather accents with glittery
embellishments and chains that drape across your shoulder. Pretty patterns make an otherwise boring cheap
envelope bag exceptional. Choose from a high quality quilted pattern or a chic chevron for texture and style.
An alligator bag feels luxurious to the touch and is classic and sought after. Tassel zipper pulls double as
embellishments and make useful accessories. Some of the cheap envelope bags actually resemble a business
envelope that tucks into a nifty front metal slot, a fun and practical way to keep it closed securely. Other
embellishments may include raised metal studs that decorate the top flap of the bag, handle or bottom. Other
metal accents in gold or silver highlight the bag and make it more decorative. Larger cheap envelope bags can
act as wallets with compartments split into equal parts to keep all your credit cards in one handy spot. For
security reasons, many of these envelope bags have an outer layer to protect your credit cards from high tech
identity theft. This is another thing that makes the envelope bag a great addition to your hand bag selection.
Many envelope bags are a part of a larger group of bags in matching fabrics, colors and overall design. Like its
larger counterpart, an envelope bag has many styles that best suit your personal needs and specific tastes.
These two most popular colors are neutral so they will not clash with your outfit or other accessories. They are
convenient and can replace a wallet, making it less bulky and cumbersome to lug along with your other
shopping items. Adding a few envelope bags to your existing hand bag collection is an inexpensive way to
extend your hand bag collection, as they function well together and will provide a safe and secure way to carry
your cash and credit cards in style.
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Chapter 2 : DIY: How To Make An Envelope Clutch Bag | Miss V Viola
The classic envelope bag can be used as an evening bag, but by no means is limited to night use only. An envelope bag
is just that, about the size of a standard number ten envelope which is the most commonly mailed envelope that holds a
standard and legal size letter.

A very simple bag with a not so simple material. Made entirely from plain Tyvek, the whole bag is sewn
together to guarantee maximum resistance. Its neutrality and robustness makes it an ideal and discrete
companion for everyday use. Tyvek is a complex snythetic material that is extremely robust as well as tear and
water proof. It is commonly used for transportation, garment and has various applications in the building
industry. You may even have seen it in your mailbox before! The versatility of Tyvek has enabled me to make
a bag that is an alternative solution to everyday existing bags. It was my objective to make it as much a
fashion accessory as a grocery bag. From envelope to bag It is sent to you as an envelope that unfolds into a
bag in 2 steps. Its folded format makes it convenient for storage and as a backup bag. Several prototypes have
been tested and sent via mail to guarantee their safe arrival. Do not worry if your postman was unfriendly with
your package, the surface of this material is easy to clean. Characteristics The volume of the bag is practical
and permits you to carry an endless number of things. As a bag it measures: As an envelope it measures: It has
a recommended weight capacity of 10 kg. There are fold lines so that the bag can be rolled and closed, similar
to cycling bags. It is the folded material that creates a sealed volume for your belongings. The handles have
been doubled to strengthen the bag. The material resists to water but be careful with sharp objects.
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Chapter 3 : How to Make an envelope treat bag Â« Papercraft :: WonderHowTo
Brown A4 envelopes are perfect for making gift bags out of as they're much heavier than a regular paper bag, so it feels
like a quality item, especially when they're embellished with stamps, ribbon and lace.

Inspiration , Tutorials Tagged With: Every January during the production of our goal lists, we choose where
our destination will be. We were wowed by the Holocaust Museum in DC and the monuments. But most of
all, we loved New York. I have to admit that the bulk of our love for New York stemmed from the variety of
food available there. It was every bit as good as I had imagined! But the place that took the, er, pudding â€¦
was Magnolia Bakery! How good can banana pudding be? If you find yourself in NYC, please go get some.
Then it dawned on me: Yes, handmade envelopes are more work than just sticking a card in a generic
envelope and calling it good. So, the bag fell victim to my shears. I cut the bag like so: I traced around the
template, which resulted in this: Then I cut it out!: Which ultimately led to this this: Above is a thank-you card
for a client who gave me an amazing step-by-step itinerary for fully enjoying her native Brooklyn. Talk about
a friendly and delicious Mediterranean Restaurant! Their lentil soup was WOW, and the chicken plate was
oooh! I will most certainly pay another visit to Tutt next time we visit NYC. They were living vicariously
through our photos, and I wanted them to have a tangible piece of our trip. I hope this post inspires you to
keep little scraps from your trips â€” near or far â€” and create something from them! Though â€¦ perhaps I
cling on to some scraps with too much zeal; I still have Eric Kayser baguette bags from my rendezvous in
Paris. I want to give a special thanks, again, to Sarah at Love This Bit for a really amazing Brooklyn itinerary.
Happy Wednesday â€” XO, Lindsey.
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Chapter 4 : How to turn an envelope into a gift bag | Craft me Happy!: How to turn an envelope into a gift ba
In this Article: Assembling an Envelope out of Cardstock and Paper Making an Envelope out of a Grocery Bag
Community Q&A Padded envelopes protect your shipments. To give your mail extra flair, you can customize your own at
home.

Email I used to think that the post office would only accept commercially purchased envelopes. As it turns
out, however, that assumption was blissfully incorrect. You can easily make an envelope out of almost any
foldable material, and the post office will deliver it! Gently Tear Apart a Commercial Envelope Find a
commercial envelope in a size that you like, and use a gentle touch to disengage the glue holding it together.
Once you have taken apart the envelope, it should look something like the envelope below. Used junk mail
envelopes can work beautifully for this purpose! Find Your Envelope Material You can make an envelope out
of virtually any piece of paper or foldable plastic, or starch-drenched fabric. As long as the material is a little
larger than the envelope template that you made in the previous step, it will work! For this tutorial, I will make
an envelope out of this chic paper sack from Panchita, a restaurant that I recently visited in Lima. Then, I cut
the remainder of the bag in half to give me a large piece of paper like the one shown above. Then, use a pen or
pencil to trace around the template. I usually turn my paper over to trace around the envelope template. Cut
Out and Fold the Envelope Use the lines that you just traced to cut the paper. Fold all of its tabs inward. You
can use a bone folder to get crisp, clean folds! Next, press the side flaps down onto the bottom flap. Use a
pencil to lightly trace around both of the side flaps, then let them spring back up. Apply glue inside the area
that you just traced. A glue stick or liquid glue both work well for this step. An excess of glue will ooze out
the sides and make your envelope look sloppy when it dries. Now, press the side flaps down into the glue. Use
your fingers to apply firm, even pressure to the side flaps. This will secure them to the bottom flap. From a
cool bag to a cool envelope â€¦ this is upcycling at its finest! I used Amy Style calligraphy and Sans Serif
lettering to write this address. The second line has been covered to maintain privacy. Next, cut out what you
wrote. You can cut along the contours of the letters or cut out the address in strips or a mix of both, as I did
here! I like to follow the contours of calligraphy when I cut. For block letters, I favor cutting in long strips. A
postal machine can easily rip off a strip of paper if it has a loose edge to catch on. If you want to add a little bit
of extra pizazz to the envelope like the henna motif below , you can! Then, put on stamps and send. I hope that
you enjoyed this tutorial, and that it inspires you to make an envelope out of the next cool piece of paper that
catches your eye! They always turn out really cool and unique! I also have mail art envelope templates
available on the TPK site; you just print, fold, and glue them as shown in this tutorial. You can find those
here! Thanks for reading TPK, and have a great weekend!
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Chapter 5 : How to Sew a Fabric Envelope Purse: 11 Steps (with Pictures)
Make snips in the seam allowances to mark where the body will fold up to make the bag. Cut the flap facing just from the
fashion fabric. Cut the lining pattern piece from lining, the divider piece from lining, and half the divider piece from
interlining.

Step 1 So, first up pick a couple of fabrics. We have gone with an illustrative material for the outside and blue
and white stripes on the inside. Iron on interfacing may in fact be the best creation in the whole world, and it is
really easy to use! Right, so pin the two pieces of fabric together so you can see the patterns on both sides Step
2 This is how it is going to work. This will allow the cover to fold down on top of it and sit perfectly. We will
be stitching this part inside out to keep these seams hidden. Remember to pin this area on the inside the lining.
To give an idea of the final look, I have pinned together the point of the envelope for now to keep us right with
the measurements. A cheap alternative to fabric pens is always a bonus! Remember that your fabric should be
inside out for this step so the seams will be hidden. If you are blessed enough to own a sewing machine, sew
the two sides together to meet the hemmed opening as shown. For those who are manual makers, get your
trusty needle and thread out and stitch it up a storm! Geeze, you are nearly done already! Flip your bag right
way out and admire your handy work. Remember you will be hemming it so make sure to leave enough to
fold it over to create a nice edge all the way round. Step 5 The point of your envelope will be the trickiest
thing to master. We worked from the outside of the bag what people would see and pinned our pointed curve
in place with a couple of pins. We will be trimming the fabric around this area very neatly once it has been
sewed. If you find yours is threading after a few uses, add a little fray glue to ensure it stays put. Step 6 Now
that you have the top pinned and you are ready to go you will be able to see how lovely your clutch is going to
look. We have decided to give our Envelope Clutch red stitching to highlight our outlines - you may want to
pick a colour that gives a bit of a kick too: The bolder the better! Carefully sew around the rim and take extra
time sewing round the curve as it can be a little fiddly. You can always cover it with a little excess fabric if it
bothers you; we love the little imperfections as it gives character. We made it ourselves after all! We added on
a couple of stitched diagonal lines in red to give ours more of an envelope feel. You could sew these on free
hand, or draw your lines on in pencil and run it through your sewing machine like we did. Then add on little
extras and flourishing like a few kites or maybe some rolled fabric flowers to really make it stand out. As
much or as little as you like; possibilities are endless! Step 8 Good work! We hope you enjoyed our Envelope
Clutch tutorial and made your own beautiful bag. Let us know how you got on - we would love to see your
creations and hear your comments
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Chapter 6 : How to Create a Handmade Envelope from a Paper Bag
Make a really cool envelope, bag, or card case from some nice paper like drawing paper, gift paper or special origami
paper. This tutorial shows you an easy way to fold a rectangular sheet of paper, such as an A4 sheet, to make an
envelope.

Do you like our new Envelope Clutch handbag? Perhaps our best tutorial yet we would say! So, first up pick a
couple of fabrics. We have gone with an illustrative material for the outside and blue and white stripes on the
inside. Iron on interfacing may in fact be the best creation in the whole world, and it is really easy to use!
Right, so pin the two pieces of fabric together so you can see the patterns on both sidesâ€¦ This is how it is
going to work. This will allow the cover to fold down on top of it and sit perfectly. We will be stitching this
part inside out to keep these seams hidden. Remember to pin this area on the inside the lining. To give an idea
of the final look, I have pinned together the point of the envelope for now to keep us right with the
measurements. A cheap alternative to fabric pens is always a bonus! Remember that your fabric should be
inside out for this step so the seams will be hidden. If you are blessed enough to own a sewing machine, sew
the two sides together to meet the hemmed opening as shown. For those who are manual makers, get your
trusty needle and thread out and stitch it up a storm! Geeze, you are nearly done already! Flip your bag right
way out and admire your handy work. Remember you will be hemming it so make sure to leave enough to
fold it over to create a nice edge all the way round. The point of your envelope will be the trickiest thing to
master. We worked from the outside of the bag what people would see and pinned our pointed curve in place
with a couple of pins. We will be trimming the fabric around this area very neatly once it has been sewed. If
you find yours is threading after a few uses, add a little fray glue to ensure it stays put. Now that you have the
top pinned and you are ready to go you will be able to see how lovely your clutch is going to look. Carefully
sew around the rim and take extra time sewing round the curve as it can be a little fiddly. You can always
cover it with a little excess fabric if it bothers you; we love the little imperfections as it gives character. We
made it ourselves after all! We added on a couple of stitched diagonal lines in red to give ours more of an
envelope feel. You could sew these on free hand, or draw your lines on in pencil and run it through your
sewing machine like we did. Then add on little extras and flourishing like a few kite s or maybe some rolled
fabric flowers to really make it stand out. As much or as little as you like; possibilities are endless! We hope
you enjoyed our Envelope Clutch tutorial and made your own beautiful bag. Let us know how you got on â€”
we would love to see your creations and hear your commentsâ€¦ Have a fun night out when it comesâ€¦ Enjoy!
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Chapter 7 : How to Make Envelope Gift Bags - Snapguide
Step 4 Turn your bag right way out and admire your handy work. Fold the two outer edges of the clutch's top half
towards the middle to form the envelope flap, then pin into place. Fold the two outer edges of the clutch's top half
towards the middle to form the envelope flap, then pin into place.

King Jun 09, Follow along to learn how to make your own envelope clutch. I was asked recently to make
some jewelry bags from Fortuny fabric. Follow along to learn how to make an envelope clutch. These bags
needed interior dividers to separate the jewelry. I made some test patterns and a muslin, and then I adjusted the
patterns before making the bags. Patternwork for this envelope clutch When I draft, I draw stitching lines, not
cutting lines. When the draft is done, I add the seam allowances to make the finished pattern for cutting the
fabric. Construction of this kind of bag is relatively easy. The basic information I share below will give you
the freedom to design any size bag you need. I like to draft a half-pattern if the bag is symmetrical. I started
with the body draft. Trace the shaded area as the bag flap facing. Trace the shaded area to get the bag lining
piece outlined in red. Trace off the shaded area to get the pattern. Place each pattern on folded paper, trace,
add seam allowances to all except the fold edges, and cut. You now have full patterns, with seam allowances,
for each bag component. Cut the bag body from the fashion fabric and interlining cotton flannelette in this
case. Make snips in the seam allowances to mark where the body will fold up to make the bag. Cut the flap
facing just from the fashion fabric. Cut the lining pattern piece from lining, the divider piece from lining, and
half the divider piece from interlining. To construct the divider: Press the divider piece in half, with wrong
sides together. Insert the interlining between the layers, so the cut edge sits in the fold. To prepare and sew the
lining: Stitch, grade, and press the seam. Press the lining away from the bag body. Press a crease along the
lower fold of the lining. Next, unpin the lining. With right sides together, fold the lower portion of the bag up,
using the clips to determine the foldline. Pin the facing to the flap. Sew up along one side, across the flap, and
down the other side. Trim and grade the seam allowances and clip the corners. Turn the bag right side out and
press. Pin the lining folded edge to the facing lower edge, covering the facing raw edge. Hand-sew the folded
edge of the lining to the flap facing, using a fell stitch or any invisible hand stitch. What are your thoughts on
this Fortuny jewelry bag? Share your thoughts in the comments section. Launch Gallery Sign up for the
Threads eletter Get the latest including tips, techniques and special offers straight to your inbox.
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Chapter 8 : Grocery Bag Brown A7 Envelopes | Square Flap | (5 1/4 x 7 1/4) | calendrierdelascience.com
Call me a hoarder, but I knew I wanted to use this bag for something. Then it dawned on me: handmade envelopes.
Yes, handmade envelopes are more work than just sticking a card in a generic envelope and calling it good. But I like
my correspondence to mean something from the outside {the envelope} to the inside {the contents}.

This post by Veronika of Tick Tock Vintage served as my inspiration. I used this tutorial from SwellMayde
for an oversized envelope clutch and adapted it as necessary. Click on the illustration to enlarge for her
measurements and instructions. My pattern piece for the bag is 24" long from bottom to point and 14" wide.
The thin strips to the right are going to be my make-shift bias tape to bind the raw edges of the bag. They are
2" wide. Not pictured is a 50" long x 2" wide strap. I stitched these down as close to the fold as possible and
pressed the front open again. Start by pinning the strip to the edge, right sides together. Press the strip up with
the seam allowance towards the strip. Now press the free edge of the strip in towards the seam. Fold the strip
so the raw edge is now enclosed under the nicely folded edge. Stitch in the ditch, hiding your stitching line in
the already-there seam seen from the front. I love the band it creates while hiding all the raw edges. Repeat for
the point of envelope flap, doing only one diagonal at a time. Sew and press this strip up and repeat the
binding steps. Look how clean the edges of the envelope look! Fold the bag on the previously pressed
guidelines, right sides together. Turn the bag right-side-out and press the side seams flat. Thanks to Pinterest I
came across a great tutorial from Pickup Some Creativity to make turning a tube super fast and easy. Before
folding in half, sew the end of a long, thin grosgrain ribbon to one end of the strip and sandwich the ribbon
between the fold of the strip. Pull the ribbon to turn the tube right side out. I added a magnetic snap to the
point of the flap to keep things closed and an eyelet above that to secure my fabulous gold tassel. Follow the
package instructions to install both of these completely optional additions. This will keep the tassel from
slipping through the eyelet. Sew the straps to the side of the envelope bag, making sure to secure with lots of
stitching. Then I added my tag: Look how cute that tassel looks!
Chapter 9 : Alice and LoisDIY Leather Envelope Clutch
Really easy project, I use mine I stores some makeup items. This envelope bag is perfect for a first time craft project.
calendrierdelascience.com
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